ECODESIGN® facilitates your work by:
- Importing Bill of Materials from CAD or PDM Systems
- Transferring CAD data into the PCF model with an easy interface
- Keeping a clear product structure similar to CAD models.

ECODESIGN® flexibility includes:
- Assessing PCF in conformity with the full life cycle approach
- Calculating changes in the life cycle
- Comparing the product’s performance with other products
- Providing Ecodesign improvement strategies.

ECODESIGN® assists your product developers and experts with:
- In-house adaptations (e.g., product database, internal nomenclature)
- Reporting according to your communication requirements
- Collaborating with your suppliers and internal units via data sharing
- Using the software and creating reports in your preferred language.

ECODESIGN® boosts your work by:
- Creating a comprehensive one page PCF summary
- Generating a full PCF report ready for verification and certification
- Sharpening the analysis of results by displaying key contribution along and within the life cycle.
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as starting point for hands-on product improvement.